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a b s t r a c t 

Predator-prey relationships belong to the most important and well-studied ecological interactions in na- 

ture. Understanding the underlying mechanisms is important to predict community dynamics and to es- 

timate coexistence probability. Historically, evolution has been considered to be too slow to affect such 

ecological interactions. However, evolution can occur within ecological time scales, potentially affecting 

predator-prey communities. In an antagonistic pair-wise relationship the prey might evolve to minimize 

the effect caused by the predator (e.g. mortality), while the predator might evolve to maximize the effect 

(e.g. food intake). Evolution of one of the species or even co-evolution of both species in predator-prey re- 

lationships is often difficult to estimate from population dynamics without measuring of trait changes in 

predator and/or prey population. Particularly in microbial systems, where microorganisms evolve quickly, 

determining whether co-evolution occurs in predator-prey systems is challenging. We simulate observa- 

tional data using quantitative trait evolution models and show that the interaction between bacteria and 

ciliates can be best explained as a co-evolutionary process, where both the prey and predator evolve. 

Evolution by prey alone explains the data less well, whereas the models with predator evolution alone 

or no evolution are both failing. We conclude that that ecology and evolution both interact in shaping 

community dynamics in microcosms. Ignoring the contribution of evolution might lead to incorrect con- 

clusions. 

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. Introduction 

Bacteria are an important prey source for various consumers

uch as bacteriophages and protozoan grazers and understanding

uch antagonistic interactions is critical to understand how mi-

robial food webs work. Although microbial predator-prey interac-

ions have been extensively studied ( Abrams, 20 0 0 ; Gause, 1934 )

nd the ecological mechanisms ruling the dynamics are well

nderstood ( May, 1972 ; Rosenzweig, 1971 ; Volterra, 1926 ), we

ack basic knowledge of how and when these interactions evolve

 Abrams, 20 0 0 ). Microbes are key organisms used in predator-prey

xperiments because they are easy to cultivate and time-series

ver multiple generations can be easily obtained under highly con-

rolled conditions ( Fussmann et al., 2007 ). Microbial organisms
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re famous for evolving quickly ( Fiegna et al., 2015 ; Scheuerl and

telzer, 2013 ; Wiser et al., 2013 ; Yoshida et al., 2003 ), which likely

esults in co-evolution ( Buckling and Rainey, 2002 ; Scheuerl et al.,

019 ) and an evolutionary effect on any ecological interaction

 Hairston et al., 2005 ; Schoener, 2011 ). 

Because co-evolution is a highly complex process, and diffi-

ult to test in nature, our understanding of co-evolution is still

imited ( Friman and Buckling, 2013 ; Gómez and Buckling, 2011 ).

heoretical models are perfectly suited to test for co-evolutionary

omponents in microbial predator-prey systems because traits

therwise difficult to estimate can be mathematically estimated

 Mougi, 2010 ). Theoretical co-evolutionary models, including the

uantitative genetics models ( Abrams et al., 1993 ; Mougi, 2010 ;

ougi and Iwasa, 2011 , and the references therein) have been

tudied intensively. However, no attempt, as far as we know; has

een reported in analysing real data of apparently evolving micro-

ial communities. In this case study we report such an attempt to

odel the evolutionary interaction of prey and predator in a con-
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trolled microcosm environment, which enables us to better under-

stand when and how co-evolution affects antagonistic interactions.

A recent microcosm study ( Hiltunen et al., 2018 ) investigated

ancestral Pseudomonas fluorescens bacteria being predated by an-

cestral Tetrahymena thermophila ciliates. The communities were

maintained by serial transfers for a period of 60 days and the pop-

ulation levels of the bacteria and ciliates were recorded. Using a

quantitative genetics approach we analysed the observed predator-

prey interactions of this study applying Lotka-Volterra model as a

pure ecological version assuming no evolution ( Volterra, 1926 ) and

modified models ( Mougi, 2010 ; Mougi and Iwasa, 2011 ) with one

sided evolution or co-evolution. 

Applying co-evolutionary modelling to real data allowed us to

understand which evolutionary components determine such antag-

onistic interactions. Such models will be very valuable, as they al-

low exploration of interaction patterns when specific components

(e.g. prey evolution e.g. via bottle-necks) change. More important,

we were particularly interested in using ancestral populations in

our work since “ancestral” refers to the fact that the individuals

in neither population had a previous experience on confronting

each other. This situation, that individuals never interacted be-

fore, is seldom observed in natural communities, which is an ad-

ditional important advantage of our study. The microbial system

we studied allowed us to explore how predator-prey communities

co-evolve from a starting point where only ecological factors rule

the interaction, but soon evolution starts to affect the interaction

dynamics ( Hiltunen et al., 2018 ) resulting in important changes in

the observed dynamics. Thus, ancestral populations were consid-

ered as a starting point for the modelling work and these individ-

uals were used for identifying the ecological model representing

an unevolved predator-prey interaction. 

In our theoretical approach, we compare the model results to

the observational data to investigate which model has the highest

explanatory power. To cover all relevant scenarios, we build four

different versions of our model. We begin with an ecological model

in which bacterial prey and the ciliated predator only interact. Rel-

evant parameters like growth rate, initial defence level, or preda-

tion rate were estimated from the original data ( Hiltunen et al.,

2018 ) and additional experiments. After reinvestigation of the re-

sults, we stepwise add evolution to the model in form of only

prey evolution, only predator evolution and co-evolution. Including

the one-sided evolutionary models (prey and predator evolution

only, respectively) helps us in evaluating the relative importance

of prey and predator in the final co-evolutionary model. While the

model with prey evolution explains most of the observed dynam-

ics, the co-evolution model gives the best fit with the data, indi-

cating predator evolution to be an additional factor. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Microcosms experiments and data 

The parametrization of the model is based on controlled micro-

cosm experiments with initially unexperienced (ancestral) individ-

uals both in predator and prey species (see Supplementary mate-

rial Data in Kaitala et al.xlsx). As a prey species the bacterial strain

P. fluorescens strain SBW25 was used and the ciliated protozoan T.

thermophila as a predator. All three treatments were started from

one clonal isolate of bacteria to minimize initial genetic variabil-

ity in populations. Experiments lasted 66 days. The experimental

data were collected from microcosm experiments with a sequence

of 48-h batch processes. At the end of each 48-h growth period,

1% of each culture was transferred to a new vial containing fresh

culture medium (King‘s B medium at concentration of 5%) to ini-

tiate a new 48-h growth period (see Predator prey replicates 1–3

in Supplementary material Data in Kaitala et al.xlsx). The carrying
apacity was estimated using data from three experiments without

he predator (see Bacteria only in Supplementary material Data in

aitala et al.xlsx).To estimate growth rate we isolated 5 ancestral

nd 5 evolved bacteria clones. The increase was measured every

 min from growing population over 25 h (see Bacteria only in

upplementary material Data in Kaitala et al.xlsx). The obtained

xponential growth curves were used to estimate the maximum

rowth rate. 

.2. Ecological dynamics of the prey–predator system 

We begin by building a modified Lotka–Volterra predator prey

odel ( Abrams, 20 0 0 ) where a bacterial population is harvested

y a ciliate population. Due to the observed limits in the bacte-

ial population size in the data, we have replaced linear bacterial

rowth by density dependent logistic growth with a well-defined

arrying capacity. Due to the high mortality rate caused by the

ampling techniques (1% transfer every 48 h), the natural mor-

ality of the ciliate is omitted. We assume Type 1 functional re-

ponse which is linear with respect the bacterial population size,

ased on additional data indicating that bacterial populations un-

er these conditions (5% King‘s B) never reach densities where cil-

ates are unable to consume more. Thus, we consider the following

ontinuous-time model for the prey-predator interaction 

dP ( t ) 

dt 
= r P 

(
1 − P ( t ) 

K 

)
P ( t ) − a 0 P ( t ) Z ( t ) (1)

dZ ( t ) 

dt 
= b 0 a 0 P ( t ) Z ( t ) , (2)

here P (t) and Z (t) are the densities of the prey and predator at

ime t, respectively. In the prey growth dynamics ( Eq. (1) ) r P is the

ensity independent per capita growth rate and K is the carrying

apacity. The bacterial prey is attacked by the ciliate predator ( Eq.

2) ). Parameter a 0 denotes the attack rate, and b 0 is the conversion

ate of prey to predator growth. In the ecological model, the life

istory traits and other ecological parameters are fixed in time. 

.3. Co-evolutionary dynamics of the prey-predator system 

In formulating the model of co-evolutionary dynamics we uti-

ize the well-known quantitative genetics approach Abrams et al.,

993 ; Mougi, 2010 ; Mougi and Iwasa, 2011 ). In this model class,

ach species has a trait which controls the life history parameters

nd the interaction between the species. These traits are subject

o the evolution/adaptation in the course of the antagonistic inter-

ction. The evolution is driven in each population by maximizing

he fitness of the particular population. It should be noted that the

raits of the species may control different parameters but that they

an also control a specific parameter jointly. In the predator-prey

odel ( Eqs. (1) and (2) ) the potentially evolving parameters are

acterial growth rate, carrying capacity, attack rate and conversion

ate. The data on the growth rates indicate that there is no differ-

nce between the maximum growth rates of ancestral prey and ex-

erienced prey. After considering the carrying capacity we noticed

hat the contribution of the carrying capacity to the evolution of

he prey-predator dynamics is negligible. We admit that the evo-

ution of both of these parameters may be a possible option but

e assume here that these parameters do not contribute to the

volution of the prey-predator system in this particular case. We

ext present the model version which explain the co-evolutionary

rocess best. 

Let u and v denote the traits of the prey and predator, respec-

ively. These traits are comparable to anti-predation investment

e.g. defence level) and investment into attack rate (e.g. handling

ime). The attack rate a is assumed to be a function of the trait u

f the prey and the trait v of the predator. An increase in the prey
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Table 1 

Goodness of fit and estimated parameter values in the different models. 

Evolution Error E g c 1 c 2 G P G Z 

No evolution 3.8155 0 0 

Only prey evolves 0.9880 6.8666 1.1059 0.4026 0.0014 0 

Only predator evolves 3.1196 6.2338 0.7980 0.5995 0 0.0432 

Both evolve 0.8076 7.3347 0.8568 0.4745 0.0017 0.0271 
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rait u can be considered as an investment against the predator. As

 increases the attack rate decreases and the defence against pre-

ation is improved. However, the predator can also invest into the

ttack rate: an increase in the predator trait v increases the attack

ate and the defence against predation weakens. Thus, we assume

hat 

 ( u, v ) = a 0 exp ( −gu ) exp ( c 1 v ) 
here a 0 is the initial attack rate corresponding to the interaction

etween ancestral populations and g and c 1 are fixed parameters. 

Similarly, we assume that the trait v of the predator affects the

onversion rate: 

 ( v ) = b 0 exp ( −c 2 v ) 
here b 0 is the initial conversion rate of an ancestral predator and

 2 is a parameter. Thus, the predator faces the trade-off between

ore efficient resource use in reproduction and the attack effi-

iency. This trade-off can be considered as energy allocation. En-

rgy from food resource can either be allocated into agility which

ould increase the attack efficiency or into reproduction resulting

n higher off-spring production. 

The population dynamics of the prey and predator are given as 

dP ( t ) 

dt 
= r P 

(
1 − P ( t ) 

K 

)
P ( t ) − a ( u, v ) P ( t ) Z ( t ) = W P ( u, v ) P ( t ) 

dZ ( t ) 

dt 
= b ( v ) a ( u, v ) P ( t ) Z ( t ) = W Z ( u, v ) Z ( t ) , 

The trait dynamics includes the traits equations as follows

 Abrams et al., 1993 ; Mougi, 2010 ). 

du ( t ) 

dt 
= G P 

dW P ( u, v , t ) 
du 

= G P [ a 0 exp ( c 1 v ( t ) ) exp ( −gu ( t ) ) Z ( t ) ] , u ( 0 ) = 0 , 

dv ( t ) 

dt 
= G Z 

dW Z ( u, v , t ) 
dv 

= G Z [ ( c 1 − c 2 ) b 0 exp ( −c 2 v ( t ) ) a 0 exp ( c 1 v ( t ) ) exp ( −gu ( t ) ) P ( t ) ]
v ( 0 ) = 0 , 

here G P and G Z are parameters determining the speed of the evo-

ution of the traits. The initial values of the traits u and v are cho-

en to be equal to 0 due to the fact that the ancestral individuals

n each species have no earlier history of occurring together in a

redator-prey interaction. 

.4. Parameter estimation 

Fitting the model to the data requires the estimation of the con-

tant parameters r P , K , a 0 , b 0 , g, c 1 , c 2 , G P and G Z . The estimated

arameters are given in Table 1 . 

To estimate maximum growth rate r P , we fitted the exponen-

ial growth model P (t) = P (0) exp ( r p t ) to the growth data (Bacte-

ia only in Supplementary material Data in Kaitala et al.xlsx). We

btained an estimate r P = 3 . 3 /day . 

The carrying capacity was estimated from the observational

ata of P. fluorescens populations in the absence of the predator

Bacteria only in Supplementary material Data in Kaitala et al.xlsx).

n the absence of predation, the population level of the P. fluo-

escens stabilizes to the carrying capacity K = 2 . 58 × 10 8 cells/ml

see also Fig. 1 a in the reference study ( Hiltunen et al., 2018 )). 
The estimates for the parameter values of a 0 and b 0 were ob-

ained by using the data of the second sampling period of the

bservational data (Predator prey replicates 1–3 in Supplementary

aterial Data in Kaitala et al.xlsx). The values of the first sample

t time 48 h were divided by 100 to obtain the initial values of

he second growth period. The parameter values of a 0 and b 0 were

stimated by simulating the ecological differential equation model

1) and (2) over one growth period of 48 h and by applying Monte

arlo method. The best estimate minimized the relative error at

he end of the second sampling period 

 = 

√ (
( �P ) 

2 + ( �Z ) 
2 
)

here the normalized error value is �P = (( P obs − P sim 

) / max ( P obs )

nd �Z likewise, where “obs” and “sim” refer to observed and sim-

lated values. We get a 0 = 4.20 × 10 −6 and b 0 = 5.75 × 10 −4 .

hese parameter values were used in the ecological model as well

s the initial values for the evolutionary models. 

The rest of the parameters, g , c 1 , c 2 , G P and G Z , for all the

hree evolutionary models were estimated applying Monte Carlo

arameter estimation method using all the observational data. In

ach run, the parameters were sampled from an even distribution

0.5 × p, 1.5 × p], where p is a fixed initial guess for the parame-

er. The error measure used is given as 

 = 

√ ∑ (
( �P ( i ) ) 

2 + ( �Z ( i ) ) 
2 
)

here normalized error values are �P (i ) =
( P obs (i ) − P sim 

(i ) ) / max ( P obs ) and �Z ( i ) likewise. The parame-

ers estimations and the error measure are given in Table 1 , where

he error measure of the ecological model is also shown. 

We validated our approach by fitting an additional model al-

owing the evolution in the carrying capacity in a similar approach

s described above. This did not indicate any significant improve-

ent in model explanation, so we decided to exclude the evolution

n the carrying capacity from our model. 

. Results 

All our models initially simulate the first few observations rea-

onably well. However, we see deviations from the observational

ata at later time points ( Fig. 1 ). The ecological model without

volution fails to reflect the observed dynamics ( Fig. 1 a) and the

odel fit with the data is comparably poor (error E minimized,

 = = 3.8155). The ecological model fails in predicting the tran-

ients in the population densities. Particularly, the prey densities

re predicted to be much lower than the observed densities. The

quilibrium density of the bacterial population in the observational

ata is at P = 2 × 10 8 cells / ml , while the model predicts densities

elow P = 1 × 10 8 cells/ml. The predator density is predicted by

he model to be at Z = 3 × 10 4 cells/ml while in the observational

ata the predator density is much lower ( Z = 1 . 1 × 10 4 cells/ml). 

The model with prey evolution simulates the observational data

etter than without evolution ( Fig. 1 b) resulting in an improve-

ent of the model fit ( E = 0 . 9880 ). During the mid-period of the

xperiment, the model overestimates the predator densities. The fi-

al prey density is simulated higher than expected. Prey evolution
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Fig. 1. Ecological and evolutionary models simulating predator-prey interaction. The pure ecological model ( a ), the model results from prey only evolution ( b ), only the 

predator evolves ( c ) and co-evolution model predictions ( d ). Notation: circle ‘o’ and star ‘ ∗ ’ show the observational densities for prey and predator [16] while dashdot ‘-.’ 

and continuous line ‘-’ show the model results for prey and predator, respectively. The samples of the predator and prey abundances are taken every 48 h in the 66-day 

microcosm experiment. Each 48 h a “bout” was initiated by transferring 1% of the volume into a new growth medium. The initial values for the simulations are 1% of the 

first observed values in the experiments. 

Fig. 2. Evolution of prey defence traits and predator attack rates. The evolution of the prey trait u and predator trait v. The corresponding evolved value of the attack 

rate a and conversion rate b . Squares ( �), prey evolution model; circles (o), predator evolution model; stars ( ∗), co-evolution model. 
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slows down after an initial increase, which might be responsible

for this pattern ( Fig. 2 ). 

The model with predator evolution does not reflect the dynam-

ics either ( Fig. 1 c) and we see a poor model fit again ( E = 3 . 1196 ) .

Under this scenario the model predicts prey density to be far be-

low the observed densities. The simulated predator density follows
he observational densities reasonably well. The attack trait and

he conversion trait change with opposing trends ( Fig. 2 ). 

Compared to the previous models, where no evolution occurred

r only one partner evolved, the co-evolution model best simu-

ates the observations ( Fig. 1 d) and we achieve the best model

t ( E = 0 . 8076 ) . The results represent a transition from the initial
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ondition towards seemingly stabilized pairwise interaction where

oth species survive. Notably, the fit between the observational

ata and the model is very good. Both predator and prey traits

ncrease monotonically without any sign of stabilization or lower-

ng down the rate of increase ( Fig 2 a and b). The attack rate first

ecreases but begins to increase again towards the end ( Fig. 2 c).

he conversion rate decreases monotonically from the beginning

 Fig. 2 d). The error E minimized between the observations and

imulations of the co-evolution model is the smallest of all mod-

ls and we suggest that this model is the best model to explain

he observations. Our study indicates that prey evolution is a very

mportant process in this system (prey evolution model has an

rror E = 0 . 9875 compared to the model without evolution with

 = 3 . 8155 ). However, both the smallest error E and the change in

rey and predator traits are strong indication that co-evolution of

he predator is an additional important factor. 

. Discussion 

Co-evolution between the two species can be detected us-

ng a most simple class of predator-prey models and appropri-

te model setting. We are able to explain the transient dynam-

cs in the predator-prey interaction of the observational data using

he tradition of quantitative co-evolutionary models ( Mougi, 2010 ;

ougi and Iwasa, 2011 ). Our model predicts the observations of

he original study ( Hiltunen et al., 2018 ) accurately and highlights

ow the parameters change over time for both species, which in-

icates co-evolution. Two major conclusions can be drawn from

hese results. First, evolution of the prey has great impact on

he trophic interaction, which is in line with the original study

 Hiltunen et al., 2018 ). The prey benefits from the evolution as its

ensity is multiplied compared to the non-evolutionary situation.

econd, our approach suggests that co-evolution in the predator is

n additional important detail in this system which is in line with

ther findings ( Hiltunen and Becks, 2014 ). 

Overall, our approach suggests that co-evolution can play a cru-

ial role even in simple ecological systems, as we need both, eco-

ogical and evolutionary theory, to explain the observations. This

s in line with previous findings, which showed that evolution of

he prey explained the phase shift in rotifer-algae communities

 Fussmann et al., 2003 ; Yoshida et al., 2003 ). However, here evo-

ution of only one partner, the prey, was enough to explain the ob-

ervations. In this system genetically diverse prey quickly evolved

ith one subpopulation being little defended but fast growing and

 slow growing but well defended subpopulation, respectively. This

ifference compared to our study might be explained by the dif-

erent experimental setting. The authors of the rotifer-algae study

sed a chemostat system which maintained the populations at

onstant dilution rates. This might result in maintaining prey di-

ersity because both algae subpopulations experienced intraspe-

ific competition. The rotifers might not need to evolve, as edi-

le prey was, at least periodically, available throughout the exper-

ment. In the experiment we simulated, populations were trans-

erred to fresh condition at high rates with low inoculum volume

1%). We speculate that this might end up with prey experiencing

ittle intraspecific competition due to the repeated low densities,

xperiencing mainly directional selection. 

We have assumed that the traits of the predator and prey af-

ect the attack rate, the conversion rate and the defense level. A

rade-off was only assumed for the predator such that increasing

he attack rate decreases the consumption rate. It is also possible

hat the carrying capacity or the growth rate of the prey would

e affected by a trade-off or even evolve. We added trade-offs and

volution in these traits in additional models, however, these addi-

ional variables did not provide any substantial improvement, thus

e decided to exclude them from our model. 
We assumed Type 1 functional response to model the harvest-

ng of the prey by the predator. Type 1 functional response worked

ufficiently well for the population level produced in the experi-

ents. A linear response of ancestral P. fluorescens bacteria con-

umed by the T. thermophila ciliates at low bacterial densities has

een verified experimentally by other works ( Hiltunen et al., 2018 ).

hen the environment changes, for example with increasing con-

entration of nutrients, the population densities may increase, and

he functional response may saturate. Consequently, the shape of

he functional response may change ( Gentleman et al., 2003 ). Such

hanges may lead to complex but sustained coexistence of the prey

nd predator ( Mougi, 2010 ; Scheuerl and Stelzer, 2019 ). 

From the modeling point of view it is obvious that when num-

er of parameters increase (as occurs when we move from the eco-

ogical model to evolutionary model) the chances to improve the

t of the model to the data increase. Thus, one might argue that

ncreasing the complicatedness of the model does the thing, pro-

ucing nothing new. Ultimately, the challenge remains, however,

o identify the processes that are crucial and behind the data. We

rgue here that considering the predator-prey interaction as an co-

volutionary process and allowing the change of ecological param-

ters be explained as well defined evolutionary processes is a qual-

tatively different method than increasing parameters to the origi-

al ecological model. 

Our approach suggests that ecology and evolution both inter-

ct in shaping community dynamics ( Pelletier et al., 2009 ). Ig-

oring the importance of evolution might lead to false conclu-

ions ( Ellner et al., 2011 ). Particularly in experimental systems,

pecies densities may fluctuate due to experimental conditions

e.g. lag periods and transfers) and deviation from expectations

ight be interpreted not as evolution. However, the observa-

ional data we simulated used microorganisms which are known

o evolve quickly, which supports our conclusion. 
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